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ultrastudio's design is a natural fit for many on-set, post production and live production workflows and can be used with most action cameras, camcorders and
consumer-level video camera monitors from major manufacturers including gopro, sony, canon and panasonic. our usb digital audio connection driver is

based on android documentation for usb host mode and runs in the background. it provides low latency and lets the user control the audio data stream. for all
supported usb audio profiles, the driver has to set up an additional usb host mode (the first 100ms delay is automatically counted from the device's own usb
address) and automatically disconnects from a usb device when all applications stop playing audio or when the device is manually disconnected. it can make
sense for debugging as it can provide a stable audio signal while possibly sending the raw audio to the external application or grabbing the recorded audio

stream instead of the laptop's mixer output. our solution for recording audio via usb is audiodriver. the driver talks to the audio device via usb hid. for ios, this
is a logical thing, because the device has a protocol for usb hid and audio stream and audio output is a (relatively) cheap thing. on android however, this is

more of a challenge because (a) android does not expose the use of usb audio features and (b) the device has to keep its own usb hid mode open until it will
be disconnected, while android expects it to be closed right after the device is connected. our solution to this issue was to first keep the audio output open

and only close it once the device is disconnected. the issue here is that with android 5.0+, the drivers process gets stalled at
androidaudiodriver.handleassocchange() , which means that the rest of the app cannot run or callback to the os. this is because of the device is not

connected.
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